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1. INTRODUCTION 

The following document is an extended manual about GRASPINNO 

platform according to different kind of group of users.  

There are 3 groups of users:  

 Administrators 

 PA users (Public Authorities’ users) 

 SMEs users (Small and Medium Enterprises’ users) 

GRASPINNO platform is a web-based application developed according 

to the following web frameworks: 

 PHP programming language. PHP is a server-side scripting 

language designed primarily for web development but also used 

as a general-purpose programming language. 

 Bootstrap framework. Bootstrap is the most popular HTML, CSS, 

and JS framework for developing responsive, mobile first projects 

on the web. 

 JQuery. jQuery is a fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript 

library. It makes things like HTML document traversal and 

manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much simpler 

with an easy-to-use API that works across a multitude of 

browsers. With a combination of versatility and extensibility, 

jQuery has changed the way that millions of people write 

JavaScript. 

 MySQL database.  
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2. GROUP ADMINISTRATORS 

The administrator can access the administrators’ web panel by 

following the url: http://grasp-egpp.eu/admin/login.php. 

 

 

2.1 The Web Administration Panel– short description 

A short description of what an administrator can administer at the 

GRASPINNO web platform is following: 

 They can edit their profile details like: 

o Organization information  

o Operating field specification  

o Other information and manage their GRASPINNO 

administration account. 

 They can edit products like:  

http://grasp-egpp.eu/admin/login.php
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o They can edit, view or delete a product if its details aren't 

correct. SMEs are required to enter their products including 

their green criteria.  

o They can also use live search to see what products other 

SMEs have entered; and make corrections. 

 They can add, edit or delete a product type like: 

o They can add a type any time, even if they are not inserting 

a product.  

o They can also delete a type as long as it is not attached to 

any product. 

 They cannot edit tender details. This information is confidential 

and is managed by the PAs respectively. 

 They can add, edit or delete a category like:  

o They can add a category at any time, even if they are not 

inserting a product.  

o They can also delete a category as long as it is not attached 

to any product or product type.  

 They can add, edit or delete key element green criteria like:  

o They can add Key Element any time, even if they are not 

inserting a product. 

o They can also delete a Key Element as long as it is not 

attached to any product. 

o They also have to check and review every if the key 

element data has been inserted correctly. 

 They can manage SME/PA accounts like:  
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o SMEs and PAs are registered through the sign up form 

provided on the front-end platform. The administrators can 

approve, ban or deactivate their accounts. They cannot 

delete an account as other related data are linked to their 

user profile. 

 

2.2 Adding data to the GRASPINNO database 

2.2.1 Adding categories and subcategories 

In order to add categories, the administrators should select the 

“Categories” at the Database Data menu. They can edit an existing 

category by clicking the edit button next to the category details row. 

Then, they fill all the required fields and click “Save” button to save the 

changes. 

In order to delete a category, they need to follow a standard procedure. 

They need to check if there are no types linked to it; also to make sure 

there is no product or key element attached to this category.  

In order to add a category, they have to click on “add category” tab. 

Then, the “add category form” will be shown. They fill all the required 

fields and they click “save” button to insert the new category into the 

database. In order to add a new category they should not leave empty 

the recursive reference to another category; if the new category is 

subcategory, they have to select the appropriate parent category. 
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2.2.2 Adding type and subtypes 

In order to add a type, the administrators have to select “Type” at the 

Database data menu. They can edit an existing type by clicking the 

“edit” button next to the “type details” row. Then, they fill all the 

required fields and click “Save” button to save the changes. 

In order to delete a category, they need to follow a standard procedure. 

They need to check if there are no sub types linked to it; also make 

sure there is no product attached to this type. 

In order to add a type, they should click on “add type” tab. Then, the 

“add type” form will be shown. They fill all the required details and click 

“save” button to insert the new type into the database. In order to add 

a type they should not leave empty the recursive reference to another 

type; if it is subtype, they have to select the appropriate parent type. 
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2.2.3 Adding key element / Green Criteria 

In order to add Key Element, the administrators have to select “Key 

element” at the Database data menu. They can edit an existing key 

element by clicking the “edit” button next to the “key element details” 

row. Then, they fill all the required fields and click “Save” button to 

save the changes. 

In order to delete a Key Element, they need to follow a standard 

procedure. They need to check if there are no products attached to the 

key element they are going to delete. 

In order to add a Key Element, they should click on “Add key element” 

tab. Then, the “Add key element” form will be shown. They fill all the 

required details and click “save” to insert the new key element into the 

database. In order to add a key element they should not leave empty 
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the recursive reference to another object; if it is a sub key element, 

they have to select the appropriate parent field. 

 

 

2.2.4 Managing products 

The administrators can manage products by selecting the “Product” 

choice at the Database data menu. In order to edit an existing product 

they should click the “edit” button next to the product details row. 

Then, they fill all the required fields and click “Save” button to save the 

changes. 
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They can use the search button to search for a product. They can 

search by using the criteria category, brand name, model or product 

name 

In order to delete a product, they should follow a standard procedure. 

They need to check if there are no tenders attached to the product they 

are going to delete. 
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They can add a product by selecting “Add Product” at the Database 

data menu. Then the Add product form will be shown. They fill all the 

required details and then click “save” to insert the new product into the 

database. After the submission a button will be shown, in order to add 

key element and feature details to that product.  

 

2.3 Database administration 

The administrators can back up the databases using an embedded tool 

in the GRASPINNO web platform. They can also import the exported 

tables or transfer them to another database server by using this tool. 

Finally, they can use phpMyAdmin tool to export or backup GRASPINNO 

DBA, or they can setup a cron job to backup GRASPINNO databases 

periodically. 
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2.4 Managing PA accounts – PA organizations data 

2.4.1 Managing PA accounts 

The administrators can ban or approve a PA account by selecting 

“Manage PA” choice.  

They cannot delete a PA account, but they can ban an account by 

clicking the “Ban” button next to the “PA details” row. 

To approve a PA account, they need to verify first if it is a legitimate 

according to PA’s country's legislation, and then, if everything is ok 

they can click the “approve” button to activate this account. 

2.4.2 Managing PA organizations data 

The administrators can manage PA Organization type data. It is 

essential to fill these data before allowing PA to sign up as this is related 

to their profile. 

To view organization data they click Organization tab to see 

organization list, to edit click the Organization data they click the “edit” 

button next to the organization details row. 

To add an organization they have to click the “Add organization” tab. 

They fill the “add organization form” fields and click save. 

 

2.5 Managing SME accounts – SME Business data 

2.5.1 Managing SME accounts 

The administrators can ban or approve SME account by selecting 

“Manage SME” choice.  
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They cannot delete an SME account, but they can ban an account by 

clicking the “Ban” button next to the “SME details” row. 

To approve an SME account, they need to verify first if it is a legitimate 

SME according to SME’s country's legislation, and then if everything is 

ok, they can click the approve button in order to activate this account.  

 

2.5.2 Managing SME Business data 

On this section the administrators can manage SME Business type data. 

It is essential to fill this data before allowing SME to sign up as this is 

related to their profile. 

To view business data they click SME Business tab to see business list, 

to edit the SME Business data they click “edit” button next to the 

business details row. 

To add a business type they click “Add Business” tab. They fill the “add 

business” form and click save. 

 

3. PUBLIC AUTHORITY (PA) USERS 

The Public Authority users can access the GRASPINNO platform by 

following the url: http://grasp-egpp.eu/login.php.  

http://grasp-egpp.eu/login.php
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3.1 The PA administration panel – short description 

A short description of what PA account can administer at the 

GRASPINNO web platform is following: 

 They can edit their profile details like: 

o Organization information  

o Personal information  

o Specify Operating field 

o Add Green certification 

o Manage their GRASPINNO account 

 Manage products: 

o They cannot edit products 

o They can view product details and 

o They can compare them 

o They can search for products 

 They can publish an e-tender by using e-GPP tool 
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3.2 Registration – sign up for a GRASPINNO PA account 

Every user can register to the GRASPINNO platform as PA user 

following the url: http://grasp-egpp.eu/register.php 

 

There are some major changes at the GRASPINNO registration form. 

Some of them are described below:  

 A new mail function used for sending e-mails to a Public 

Authority. The SMTP mail function used for sending e-mails. The 

SMTP is a standard protocol for sending e-mails and its full name 

is Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. All the e-mails of the outgoing 

from the server using the TLS, Transport Layer Security in order 

to encrypt and secure the e-mail communications of the 

GRASPINNO platform.  

 The limit of the characters of the text fields of the registration 

form was extended.  

http://grasp-egpp.eu/register.php
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 There are also some changes at the submenu of the registration 

form, like remove the link for the home page and add a link for 

a list of the already registered Small & Medium Enterprises.   

 

3.3 Restore password 

A Public Authority can access the platform even though has forgotten 

its password. By following the url: http://grasp-egpp.eu/forgot.php the 

PA has the ability to reset its password. A new mail function used for 

sending e-mails to a Public Authority. The SMTP mail function used for 

sending e-mails. The SMTP is a standard protocol for sending e-mails 

and its full name is Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. All the e-mails of the 

outgoing from the server using the TLS, Transport Layer Security in 

order to encrypt and secure the e-mail communications of the 

GRASPINNO platform. 

http://grasp-egpp.eu/forgot.php
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3.4 Product list page 

 

 

3.4.1 General 

On the Product List page the PA user can view or compare product 

details. PA can also Print, export to pdf, excel or csv the table of the 

products. Moreover, the PA can use the live search at the top of the 

table where there is a search for the products table by using any word. 

If the PA wants to search more product details, it should use Search 

for products page. 
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3.4.2 Products per country 

The upgraded feature of the Product list page is that a PA user can filter 

products per countries. The system, actually, has the ability to filter 

the products of the GRASPINNO database according the country of the 

SME, which has inserted specific products to the GRASPINNO database. 

For example, a PA user wants to see which products have been inserted 

to the GRASPINNO database by SMEs of Malta. The user selects from 

the dropdown list Malta country and the system appears a table with 

products only from Malta.  
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3.4.3 Search products 

The Public authority can use live instant search to search for products. 

It writes in the search box the name of the product, or any other word 

related to product details and automatically the product that matches 

to its search criteria will be shown below. 

 

 

3.4.4 Compare products 

The Public Authority can compare products. It searches for a product 

and then it can click product name to see product details or click the 

compare button to see the comparison with other products. If it clicks 

the “compare” button, the system automatically will display a 

comparison table with all products related to this product. 
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3.5 Environmental answers page 

The Public Authority can answer environmental questions by using this 

section. It clicks the edit icon on the left of the question, and then the 

question form where the PA should complete its answer, is appeared. 

It writes its comment on the text area provided, selects yes or no, and 

then clicks the “ok” button. The PA can delete its answer if there is 

something wrong and add it again later. 
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3.6 Managing profile 

 

 

The Public Authority can edit only full name from personal information. 

It cannot edit user-name or e-mail address as this identifies its 

account. If PA does not want to use its user profile e-mail it can add a 

different e-mail address in the organization section in the “SME email” 

field. 
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The PA can change or update its password at any time. It has to provide 

the old password, enter the new password in the new password field, 

and click “change password” button. 

 

 

The Public Authority can upload certificates on its profile page, 

certification section. It clicks “Add certification” button. In the form 

provided enters certification code (e.g. ISO123654), certification 

description (e.g. 4-5 sentences summarizing its certification) and 

attaches certification document. The Attached document should be in 

.pdf file format. It can add as many certifications as it has. 
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4. Small & Medium Enterprises (SME) users 

The Small & Medium Enterprises users can access the GRASPINNO 

platform by following the url:  http://grasp-egpp.eu/login.php .  

http://grasp-egpp.eu/login.php
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4.1 The SME administration panel – short description 

A short description of what Small & Medium Enterprises account can 

administer at the GRASPINNO web platform is following: 

 They can edit their profile details like: 

o Organization information  

o Attach a VAT Certificate 

o Specify Operating field  

o Select Affiliated Industrial 

o Add Green Certification 

o Manage GRASPINNO account 

 Manage products: 

o They can add products 

o They can edit products  
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o They can view product’s details and  

o They can delete products 

o They can add green criteria to products 

o They can add service to the products 

 

4.2 Registered SMEs list 

The upgraded of the GRASPINNO web platform has a new feature. 

There is a web page (http://grasp-egpp.eu/sme_list.php) that 

represents the already registered Small & Medium Enterprises (name, 

country, website) to the GRASPINNO web platform.  

The users see the whole list, export this list to pdf, csv or excel format 

or print it. Additionally all users have an advanced search box to search 

for specific enterprise.  

 

 

 

http://grasp-egpp.eu/sme_list.php
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4.3 Registration – sign up for a GRASPINNO SME account 

Every user can register to the GRASPINNO platform as SME user 

following the url: http://grasp-egpp.eu/register.php 

 

There are some major changes at the GRASPINNO registration form. 

Some of them are described below:  

 A new mail function used for sending e-mails to a Public 

Authority. The SMTP mail function used for sending e-mails. The 

SMTP is a standard protocol for sending e-mails and its full name 

is Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. All the e-mails of the outgoing 

from the server using the TLS, Transport Layer Security in order 

to encrypt and secure the e-mail communications of the 

GRASPINNO platform.  

 The limit of the characters of the text fields of the registration 

form was extended.  

http://grasp-egpp.eu/register.php
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 There are also some changes at the submenu of the registration 

form, like remove the link for the home page and add a link for 

a list of the already registered Small & Medium Enterprises.   

 

4.4 Restore password 

A Small & Medium Enterprise can access the platform even though has 

forgotten its password. By following the url: http://grasp-

egpp.eu/forgot.php the SME has the ability to reset its password. A 

new mail function used for sending e-mails to a Small & Medium 

Enterprise. The SMTP mail function used for sending e-mails. The SMTP 

is a standard protocol for sending e-mails and its full name is Simple 

Mail Transfer Protocol. All the e-mails of the outgoing from the server 

using the TLS, Transport Layer Security in order to encrypt and secure 

the e-mail communications of the GRASPINNO platform. 

4.5 Product list page 

 

On the Product List page the Small & Medium Enterprise can edit, 

delete or view product details. It can also Print, export to pdf, excel or 

csv the table of the products. 

http://grasp-egpp.eu/forgot.php
http://grasp-egpp.eu/forgot.php
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4.6 Add product page 

To add a product, the Small & Medium Enterprise has to fill in all the 

fields listed on the page. 

It has to select the product category first and the product type will be 

filtered automatically if it exists.  

In the Product full description field the SME can enter product full 

description. 

After it fills in all the required fields, a form to add green criteria will 

be shown. It can attach related green criteria by clicking the 

corresponding button.  
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4.7 Add green criteria to a product 

The Small & Medium Enterprises can add green criteria to a product 

after they have inserted the product or when they edit the product. 

Firstly, they have to specify a value 1 to 5 for the green criteria they 

want to attach and then click the “ok” button. 

Each Product can be rated from A to E with respect to each CRITERION, 

where: 

A=very low;  

B=low;  

C=medium;  

D=high;  

E=very high 
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4.8 Search for key element – green criteria 

The SME can search for any key elements – green criteria in the 

GRASPINNO database by using search for key element’s page. It 

selects category and the results appear below the dropdown list.  Then 

the SME can view every green criterion by clicking the “View” button. 
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4.9 Search for tenders page 

The SME can search for any tenders by using search for tender’s page. 

It can type any word in the search box and if there are any tenders 

matching its search criteria will be shown below the search box. 

Then it can click the tender name to see its details, like opening and 

closing date, organization and tender details. 
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4.10 Search for product page 

The Small & Medium Enterprise types any words related to product 

name or product green description and clicks the “Search” button. Then 

any products that contain that word will be shown below the search 

box. 

In order to see product details clicks on title of the product or in the 

“View details” link. At this page SME can search for any product that 

exists in the GRASPINNO database. 
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4.11 Environmental answers page 

The Small & Medium Enterprise can answer environmental questions 

by using this section. It clicks the edit icon on the left of the question 

and then the question form, where the SME should complete its 

answer, is appeared. It writes its comment on the text area provided, 

selects yes or no, and then clicks the “ok” button. The SME can delete 

its answer if there is something wrong and add it again later. 
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4.12 Managing Profile 
 

 

 

The SMEs are required to enter their organization information as 

required on the profile page, organization information section. They 

should enter Organization name, official contact email address, and 

official contact person, on this section they can provide also a different 

e-mail address to be contacted. 
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The SMEs can attach a VAT certificate on their profile page, on the 

account section. Certificate should be in .pdf format. They can change 

it any time if the certificate expires or is renewed. To replace their 

certificate, they should delete the existing one and then upload a new 

one. 
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The SMEs can add operating field. They must click the blue button next 

to the desired operating field and it will be added. They can delete them 

by clicking delete button next to it, if they change operating field and 

add new one. 
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The SMEs can add as many affiliations they have. Available affiliation 

will be listed on their profile page on the account section. 
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They can edit only the full name from personal information. They 

cannot edit user-name or e-mail address as this identifies their 

account. If they do not want to use their user profile e-mail they can 

add a different e-mail address on the organization section on the SME 

email field. 
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They can change or update their password. They have to provide the 

old password and enter the new password on the new password field 

and click “change password” button. 
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The Small & Medium Enterprises can upload certificates on their profile 

page, certification section. They click “Add certification” button. In the 

form provided they enter certification code (e.g. ISO123654), 

certification description (e.g. 4-5 sentences summarizing their 

certification) and attach certification document. The Attached 

document should be in .pdf file format. They can add as many 

certifications as they have. 
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